
Feel at home on a sofa you love sofology.co.uk | in store | 0800 140 40 40

Sofa Collections 
Spring Summer

F E E L  T H E  D I F F E R E N C E



Handcrafted, built 
to last, and designed 
exclusively for you.

Our craftsmen make every sofa to a level you can be 

proud of, whatever the price. At Sofology, the UK’s leading 

sofa specialist, we are confident in the materials and 

workmanship of every single sofa range we offer. Tried 

and tested, again and again, they all deserve our 10 year 

guarantee and they all deserve our extended 2 year 

guarantee too. So feel free to relax, its covered for you.
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As the UK’s largest sofa specialists, we make sure we understand the importance of buying a new sofa. There’s so much to consider - shape, 

design, fabric or leather, configuration, size, and very importantly comfort that lasts and that is right for you.  With that in mind, we scour 

the world over to seek out the best craftsmen, the best design teams, the very best fabrics and natural leathers to create our own exclusive 

collections that you will not find anywhere else. Inspired and taking references from the world of haute couture, interior design, architectural 

lines and textures, forecast colour trends, innovative new fabric constructs, as well as recognised luxurious classics like premium silks or 

deep pile Italian velvets. These influences help us shape unique designs which we then make sure are expertly constructed and crafted 

into a sofa that is filled with functionalities and mechanisms that will combine to give you the very best, most comfortable sofa collections 

available - that’s our mission and that’s why all our sofas are guaranteed for 10 years...

Introducing
Suzy McMahon
HEAD OF BUYING / SOFOLOGY

Suzy.
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Sink into handmade, 
deep buttoned comfort.

07

Stamford
Stamford, hand buttoned by craftsmen in silky smooth, deep textured, natural leather.  
Feel the amazing comfort of the soft, durable seating, deep tufted back and feather scatters.

82 colours  |  7 sizes.   From £949 or £19.77 per month



Hand finished stud detail 
gives emphasis to the 
sweeping scrolled arms 
and back to create a 
statement for any room.

Deep buttoned back and 
arms created by craftsmen 
in silky smooth, deep textured, 
natural leather.

Choose from a selection 
of sofa sizes, accent chairs 

and footstool designs to 
suit your room.

Available in 82 shades
of soft, natural leather.

Hand turned, natural 
wood feet for added 
strength and beauty.

7 day
Express Delivery

Why wait with



Spread out and relax, in soft, deep seated 
heaven with a super comfy chaise.

Edgware
Edgware, a modular, craftsman made masterpiece.  

A mix of beautiful fabrics, dual layer backs for comfort and  
several sizes of sofas, chairs with so many configurations. 

 It even makes a bed with the optional footstool.

15 colours  |  18 sizes.   From £1899 or £39.56 per month
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Handmade in the UK by 
craftsmen, with extra deep 
hand blown soft fibre filled 
seats wrapped in a soft, 
woven chenille fabric.
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Crushed velvet bolsters,
hand piped scatters, blended 

with finely detailed woven 
Italian designed fabric creates 

a statement for any room.
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Hand studded, natural 
leather, designed and 

made by traditional 
Italian craftsmen.

Valentino
Valentino, exclusive Italian design in silky, smooth, hand finished 

natural leather with durable, deep foam and fibre wrapped seats 
combined with blown fibre backs, make for incredible comfort.

47 colours  |  5 sizes.   From £779 or £16.22 per month



Solid wood feet add natural beauty, 
strength and height allowing easy 
access floor cleaning.

Sofas
from £379Available in hand 

dyed, hand finished 
nubuck, which 

makes for incredible 
softness that 

improves with age.

Hand studded, soft, natural textured 
leather, designed and made by 
traditional Italian craftsmen.  

Removable arms and backs make for 
easy delivery, even for smaller spaces.

Durable, soft, fibre wrapped foam 
seats with blown fibre backs 
to ensure incredible comfort.
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Relax into strokable,
deep pile velvet softness.

Lille
Hand finished by UK craftsmen in an exclusive, deep pile, dual layered, printed velvet for  
incredible style, texture and strokable softness. Sink into deep blown fibre seats, and a soft, 
fully sprung back with feather filled bolsters and scatters for indulgent comfort. 

6 colours  |  7 sizes.  From £1199 or £24.97 per month
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Sink into deep blown fibre seats, and a soft, fully sprung back 
with feather filled bolsters and scatters for indulgent comfort.
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Hand finished in an exclusive, 
deep pile, dual layered, printed  
velvet for incredible style,  
texture and strokable 
softness.
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A starburst of deep quilted, 
velvet soft comfort.

Candi
Candi, handmade by craftsmen in the UK and 
full of fun and softness. The oversize stitching 
detail adds design character and the soft and 
resilient, blown fibre seats and backs create 
amazing comfort with less maintenance. 

6 colours  |  7 sizes
From £999 or £20.81 per month
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Oversize stitching detail 
adds design character.

High loft, blown fibre seats and 
backs with a solid steel sprung 
base for comfort that you’ll 
never want to leave...

More sofa sizes, love seats, 
chairs and matching footstools 
to fit any space.

Available in 8 starburst colours to 
create a bold room that’s full of 

comfort and fun!
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6 Colours       7 Sizes       Deep quilted in soft knitted 
velvet for supersoft, silky comfort.

Spread the cost
Interest Free

0% APR
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Handcrafted, natural 
Italian leather that 
feels amazing.

29

Fellini
Fellini, exclusively designed and handmade in Southern Italy 
by traditional craftsmen. Soft, smooth and warm to the touch, available 
in over 30 choices of Italian natural leather, presenting a complete range of colour,  
feel and durability to suit your style. The highly durable, soft foam seats and blown fibre 
backs create an amazing feeling of comfort.

39 colours  |  5 sizes.  From £579 or £12.06 per month
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Feel the warmth and softness
of natural Italian leather.

Highly durable soft foam seats 
and blown fibre backs create 
amazing comfort.

Solid wood feet offer 
beauty and strength and make 
cleaning underneath easy.

Removable arms and backs 
make for super easy delivery 
even into smaller spaces.

Available in untreated 
nubuck, hand dyed 

and finished for 
incredible softness.



Pure Opulence.

32 33

Etienne, beautiful curves with a handmade rolled 
and fluted back, covered in super soft, multi-layered, 
deep pile Italian velvet, make this a craftsman made 
masterpiece. Sink into the amazing comfort of soft 
fibre seats and feather backs.

Etienne
8 colours  |  6 sizes

From £1699 or £35.39 per month



Exclusive
Sofa Designs

Hand turned, natural wood feet 
for beauty and strength.

Available as sofas, love seats, 
high backed theatre chair and 

footstools to fit any space.

Multi-layered, deep pile, 
super soft Italian velvet 
for luxury contrasted 
with soft as silk, luxury 
feather filled cushions 
to provide amazing 
feel and comfort.

Handmade by 
craftsmen with

 beautiful curved, 
rolled and fluted 
back and arms, 

make a statement 
in any room.



Soft Italian velvet, 
feather filled comfort 
and handmade, 
timeless style.

37

Liberté
Liberté, handmade and deep buttoned in the UK by craftsmen in 

an amazing combination of deep pile, Italian velvet with tie dyed 

accents. Sprung right to the edge and filled with fibre and  

feather for incredible comfort. 

6 colours  |  7 sizes
From £1399 or £29.14 per month



Available in a rich choice of beautiful indulgent 
fabrics in both plain and patterned options.
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Hand finished in 
deep pile Italian 
velvet with tie 
dyed accents.
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Plunge into handmade, 
feather filled comfort.

Fulham
Fulham, the softest silky smooth, natural leather and Italian velvet, 

hand studded by craftsmen. The amazing comfort of feather and 

blown fibre seats, sprung right to the edge for softness. 

2 colours  |  6 sizes
From £1699 or £35.39 per month
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200 sofa
ranges

Choose from over

Rich, soft, textured 
Italian leather, tailored 
with hand nailed studs 
and deep buttoned arms 
by traditional craftsmen.

Deep piled Italian velvet, with 
feather and blown fibre seats, 
sprung right to the edge for
amazing comfort.

Feather filled scatter cushions 
in a range of geometric and 

plain dyed Italian velvets.

Available in a choice of 
sofa sizes, loveseat and 

footstools.

Handmade soild
wood feet add style

and strength.
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Layers of soft textures, 
faux fur and microfibre 

fabrics create super, 
easy, comfort.

Hendrix
Hendrix, for layers of comfort created from a soft, feather filled back, faux fur and chenille 

scatter cushions, foam and fibre wrapped deep seats and a fully sprung edge base. Traditionally hand 
studded, microfibre fabric finish that looks like leather but makes for easy maintenance and extra durability.

5 colours  | 8 sizes.   From £999 or £20.81 per month
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Soft seats filled with oncore 
foam with a fibre wrap for extra 
comfort and low maintenance

The microfibre finish has the 
appearance of  leather but is 
created for extra durability 
and easy maintenance.

Natural grained wood feet, 
available in dark or light options for 
added strength and style

A variety of scatters in faux fur and chenille 
add layers of texture and comfort
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Emotion
Emotion, created by craftsmen, combining elegant curves and hand finished deep 
buttoned detail, the metallic highlighted deep textural chenille provides ultimate softness 
and comfort. The fully sprung, edge to edge, base and back, enhanced with a patented, 
low maintenance extraflex, foam and fibre mixed filling that retains shape and ensures 
uncomparable levels of comfort that will last and last.

4 colours  |  13 sizes.  From £749 or £15.60 per month

4948 49

Handcrafted, soft, textured 
chenille, fully sprung for a  
feeling of ultimate comfort...
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No Salesmen. 
No Commission.

No Pressure.

Fully sprung back with soft low maintenance 
patented “extraflex”, foam and fibre mixed filling 
seats to retain shape and extra durability.

100% Hypoallergenic feather scatter
cushions for extra soft comfort. 

Crafted with elegant 
curves and hand 
finished, deep 
buttoned detail.

Traditionally hand turned, natural 
wood feet for beauty and strength.

Handmade in the UK by craftsmen in deep, textured 
,soft chenille with metallic woven highlights. 
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It comes as a corner too...



There’s something 
special in store...

With 36 Stores Nationwide you’ll never
be far away from a Sofology experience
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Clive.

55

Clive Newton
Head of Retail

with no pressure from 
salesmen on commission.

Clive
At Sofology you will receive the warmest of welcomes in all of our 
stores nationwide. We have one mission when you arrive at Sofology... 
to leave you “feeling at home on a sofa you love”. We call our store 
colleagues “Sofologists” as they are trained solely to help you decide 
the best look, combination, colour, configuration and ultimately the 
best sofa for you and your home. 

We look forward to seeing you soon
Cheers

Clive Newton
Head of Retail



in store | sofology.co.uk | 0800 140 40 40


